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Welcome

As one gets older, it is inevitable that crucial 
life-changing decisions can cause anxiety. 

In later years those choices don’t get easier and
can often seem confusing or complicated. 

We have created Ageing Well with you in mind
comprised of contributions from our partners
around East Anglia. Our booklet is an ideal
source of information and guidance gathered
together, including advice about the stages of
care and some of the most common dilemmas
affecting financial status. 

We aim to help you to plan with increasing 
confidence either for yourselves or for a loved
one, so we hope you find something useful
within.

Ivan Lewis, 

Chief Editor of Ageing Well Brochure  
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Introduction
Introduction 
from Simon Prestney 

CEO of Age Concern Colchester

I am delighted to present the first edition of the
Ageing Well brochure. We and our partner 
organisations have pooled our resources to share
with you a compendium of articles related to the
care and support for those preparing for later
years within our community. We hope you will find
the information useful.

We wish to empower vulnerable individuals to live
better. However, pensioners are living in some very
sobering situations. Those struggling with debt,
ill-health or loneliness need our help.

Age Concern Colchester connects these people
with the support they need to navigate an ever
digital, ever fast-paced, and bureaucratic society.
Whether gardening, knitting, bereaved or looking
to be at a place where people look out for one 
another, we aim to have a warm welcome with
great hospitality.

Age Concern Colchester is entering a period of 
expansion. Since April 2018 We have taken on 93
volunteers clocking up over 8500 hours and each
individual making a difference. 

We have completed an ambitious refurbishment
delivering a community café specifically for the 
elderly. By expanding our services and our 
outreach programme we hope to positively impact
upon more people in need. 

With an ever-growing population of over 60's, they
rely on us to support them. There is an increasing
need for us all to plan for the road ahead ensuring
that the later years are fulfilling and productive as 
possible.

Senior citizens are increasingly determined to live
independently and make their own choices, think
for themselves and are nowadays more likely to
be computer literate. They acknowledge their
rights and expect a proper retirement with dignity.

We would like to dedicate this supplement to
those looking forward to making the most of 
retirement.

Planning ahead can be a confusing process for
many of us. As it becomes increasingly difficult to
live independently, finding the best care for a
loved one might cause stress. With such a range
of options, no wonder some people are unsure
about their choices. Christies Care, a national 
service with a local presence, are experts on 
delivering care packages and offering guidance so
you can make those difficult decisions with greater
confidence. 

John Ford, a trusted family firm, specialise in home
adaptions, particularly for those struggling to
cope with physical change. After a period of 
hospitalisation they could need suitable adaptions
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throughout their house in order to remain at
home for longer. John gives us the heads up on
what this all means for you.

Consider a comprehensive advice service as a one
stop destination for health, housing, finance, care
choices and mobility. We have boosted income for
thousands of clients since the 1950s. Our unique
service is run by Debbie Turnbull who is a phone
call away from the information you need with 
regard to benefits, community care and help in a
crisis.

Many more of us in later years are pursuing and
more willing to participate in a variety of interests
including sporting and leisure activities. 

Those intent on increasing their wellbeing as they
get older are more likely to be experiencing good
health by taking measures to prevent falls, walking
and attending friendship groups.

According to recent statistics, 50% of those over
75 years live alone. Many of the causes of 
loneliness are complex. 

Our befriending coordinator Emily Goodbody
writes about making new friends through 

volunteering which is one of our core services.
Bringing people together has been a pleasure for
us during the many years we have supported 
residents locally. 

Age Concern has launched a new Centre for those
in later years which is run by Jean Robinson and is
a vibrant mix of different clubs and activities 
including bingo, line dancing, yoga, keep fit, 
coffee mornings, knit and natter, craft, art, support
in loss sessions, chiropody, pensions advice and a
legal surgery.

The origins of Age Concern Colchester go back to
1950 with Sir Wilfred Bramble taking us up to the
present day and our services are still going from
strength to strength.
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Friendships for Life
Loneliness is an increasing problem in all age
groups. Many of the causes of loneliness and 
isolation are often complex. Social exclusion is
one of the biggest challenges facing the growing 
population of senior citizens.

Some of them move abroad and others lose touch
with their family. Loneliness is a problem that can
affect anyone, but older people are 
particularly vulnerable after the loss of friends and
family also with reduced mobility or limited 
income. 

Being lonely has a significant and negative effect
on blood pressure, is associated with depression,
and also higher rates of mortality. Issues arising
from prolonged isolation, add pressure on 
statutory health and the social care service.

The good news is those who find themselves in
this situation need not be alone. We already 
understand regular contact with others and
friendships can make life feel more positive. 
On the other hand, there are people experiencing
big changes in their life, who are housebound

maybe facing challenges without support.

The befriending service is there to tackle the 
problem of loneliness for the over 60s so that they
are more confident to interact with other 
members of the community. By working together
and looking out for each other, we can combat
this heart-breaking epidemic.

Referrals tend to be personal, through social 
services, the NHS or our charity partners. I believe
it is vital to make a home visit initially so that 
people are comfortable with us before making a
connection.

Volunteering to become a befriender has been
described as a rewarding experience and a 
comfort to those befriended.

Emily Goodbody is the coordinator
of our befriending service. 

With 50+ volunteers in the field,
combating loneliness is her top 
priority.
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Friendships for Life - Continued

There are many reasons why people choose 
befriending including:

  •  A desire to make new friends by reaching out
      to someone when struggling to cope alone.

  •  By feeling left out by friends and relatives.

  •  From suffering a bereavement after a long
      marriage.

  •  Someone who has had a fall and is less
      confident to go outside.

  

      Tips Which May Help

  •  Decide what you enjoy most out of life,
      reach out to people that can help
      support you.

  •  Keep as healthy as possible including a
      sensible diet and by keeping active.

  •  If loneliness is affecting your mental health,
      approach your GP or health visitor. 

  •  Perhaps share your skills with others or
      learn something new. 

      Find out about local activities going on
      around Colchester.
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Adapting the  Home
It can be heart breaking to leave a much-loved
home too early because of either health or other
reasons like poor mobility. However, you might
consider adapting aspects of the house to allow
you or your relative to live safely.

I realised that people are living longer and, with
the knowledge that it’s nearly always better for
older people or those with disabilities to live 
independently in their own homes, I set up John
Ford Group as a home adaptation specialist. 

Focused on adapting standard homes, people can
remain living independently. Whether it’s a grab
rail, a wet room or a full house conversion, 
adaptions make a big difference to people and
their families.

When my mother was diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis my dad, then in his early 50s, took early
retirement to become her main carer.

Her developing condition gradually diminished
her mobility, until she was wheelchair-bound.
During this time, we had some basic adaptations
carried out in the family home and they were
helpful in enabling Mum to be wheeled around
the house easily.

So, from a very early age I quickly realised the
huge difference adaptations can make to the life
of a disabled person. I see now that that this 
probably gave me the inclination to enter 
the construction industry.

Dad was a very active 75-year-old when our 
mother passed on, but without the responsibility
of looking after Mum, Dad started to age quickly.
So, we carried out further adaptations to the
house including the installation of a level access
shower and a ground floor bedroom.

These enabled Dad to remain living independently
until he passed away at 95. I’ve seen how the right
adaptations empower people to remain living 
independently in their own homes.

We work with occupational therapists to ensure
all adaptations are made for the greatest benefit.
That is why we are often referred by occupational
therapists, case managers, care companies, 
solicitors and other allied care industry 
professionals. Whether it’s a simple alteration or
a large-scale complex building conversion, a rapid
response self-contained interior pod or an entire
garden annex, it is essential that they are fitted
safely, with minimal disruption to the home and
within budget.

Home adaptations should always be in keeping
with the existing house. ‘Home adaptations’ 
include changing part or parts of a house to make
access easier for the occupant and because they
are not complex – they can be completed 
relatively quickly.

All large-scale house extensions, conversions and
equipment installations are usually instructed by
specialist architects or solicitors and co-ordinated
by professional construction managers.
Companies like ours are approved by the Trading
Standards and are regulated by the Chartered 
Institute of Building.  They leave the general 
building to others, choosing instead to focus on
adapting homes.

The John Ford Group 
Specialists in household adaptations
to make living at home easier for the
frail, elderly and disabled.



By far the most common adaptation involves 
replacing a bath with a level-access shower to 
facilitate washing. However, many other 
adaptations can improve access around the home,
making daily living easier for all.

Older people can feel especially vulnerable, but
there are plenty of ways to help improve the 
overall safety and security of their home. 
If someone has concerns about answering the
front door, an outdoor key safe can enable trusted
carers to come and go. Another option is an 
intercom system, using a phone, camera, or both.
Doorbells with an extra-loud ring or flashing lights
can be helpful for those with hearing problems.
Outside lighting that comes on automatically at
dusk or when someone enters the driveway also
lends a sense of security. There are also products
that can help with locking and unlocking doors if
your relative is beginning to lose strength or 
dexterity in their fingers.

  Paying for Adaptions

  Some home adaptions require a sizeable
  investment, but it may be possible to get 
  help with the costs.

  ● A Disabled Facilities Grant is available 
      UK-wide to people meeting certain
      eligibility criteria 
      – see gov.uk/disabled-facilities-grants.

  ● Some local authorities have discretionary 
      powers to help with urgent home 
      alterations, improvements and repairs.

  ● Home Improvement Agencies (also known
      as ‘Staying Put’ or ‘Care and Repair’ 
      schemes) are local agencies providing 
      specialist support and advice.

  ● You may need to use your income and 
      savings, a personal loan, benefits such as 
      the attendance allowance, grants from 
      charities or equity release.

8

Adapting the  Home- Continued
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Accentuating the Positive
Even as people age, there’s plenty one
can do to remain active and sociable.

The Ageing Population

You may have read the UK is experiencing an 
ageing population. Many of us are living longer
than ever before. Colchester is no exception and
throughout the last ten years residents of over 90
years have risen by as much as 42.3%. By 2035 the
number of over 75’s will double to span over a
quarter of the population.

Increased longevity has occurred in step with a
shift in attitude from stereotypical views of old
age as a negative experience, representative of
people who are unhappy alone, forgotten and 
neglected. Although the issues of poverty along
with loneliness remain serious problems we strive
to combat, it is possible to celebrate old age as
possibly the most fulfilling time of life promising
greater exploration and self-learning. Fortunately,
for many are indeed pursuing a wide variety of 

interests including sporting and leisure activities
good for the health while increasing wellbeing.
Exercise, diet, friendships, being out and about
around town are great ways to meet new people
contributing to a positive lifestyle.

Getting Around Outdoors

Walking reduces the likelihood of falling by 
keeping your joints flexible. Many sources indicate
that regular exercise staves off dementia, is
healthy for the heart, derives energy and last but
not least: it's good for your mental health. 
Increased activity will help you lose weight.
The experts suggest you do 30 minutes of 
moderate exercise five times a week which can be
split into smaller portions. If you are in any doubt,
talk to your GP.

There are plenty of scenic walks you can do
around the environs of Colchester. If you are 
looking for somewhere to go locally then you
could start with the following sites:
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Accentuating the Positive - Continued

Visit Colchester website:
https://www.visitcolchester.com/things-to-do/
activities/walks.aspx

GPS walking routes for Colchester:
www.gps-routes .co .uk/routes/home.nsf/
RoutesLinksWalks/colchester-walking-route

Fun and Friendship

At Age Concern Colchester we run a whole host
of friendship clubs including Art Club, Bridge
Group, Knit and Natter and our regular Wednesday
/Friday Coffee Mornings.

Alternatively, it’s never too late to learn new skills.
Some will be learning to communicate over the
internet: Age Concern offers a specially tailored IT
tuition: ‘Catch the Mouse’ for those who struggle
to connect with relatives and loved ones confused
by technology. There are a variety of ways to avoid
loneliness and isolation here at 63 North Hill so
do drop in.

If an older relative or friend has lost a loved one
or lives alone, they may be feeling lonely and 
isolated. Health problems could be making it
harder to get outside.
These situations increase quality of life so 
encouraging social contact and activity outside
the home can make a big difference.

For example:

• Help a relative to keep in touch by setting up
  suitable transport arrangements or access online.

• Visits to a day care centre could establish a 
  friendship network for a loved one. Also, check
  whether local charities or community centres 
  offer any events suitable for older people.

• Look for volunteering opportunities.
  Older people who are still active and mobile
  may enjoy volunteering work.

• Pets are great companions. Looking after 
  animals is considered to have a therapeutic 
  effect on wellbeing.
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Approaches to Fall Prevention

Seven Approaches to Prevent Falling in
Later Years

Falls are the biggest cause of visits to A&E 
departments for older people. Over the age of 65,
220,00 result in an hospital admission.

Falls Have a High Impact 

A sudden fall can signify consequences – a lengthy
stay in the hospital or a long-term reduction in
mobility. It could force a resident to leave their
family home and into the residential care system.
When quality of life and mental health are 
threatened, it is important to assess the risks to
prevent accidents from happening. 

Some falls can occur due to situations which could
be avoided e.g. tripping over loose fixtures and 
fittings around the house. 

1.  Medicine Side Affects

Bringing up the status of someone's health in 
conversation might seem a tad impolite. However,
it is important to ascertain if they need extra help,
especially for those struggling alone, even if they

are getting by independently. It is prudent to be
aware of side effects linked with certain common
medications, how they will affect balance and
when to take them if more than one prescription
is involved.

2.  Conversation

Falling is a traumatic event, but for those over 70
can be debilitating physically and psychologically.
Accidents tend to occur in a variety of ways. If
you’re concerned about a loved one who is at risk,
to discuss the implications with them is a good
start. Older adults can also approach their care
provider who will provide further information
about fall prevention.

3.  Getting Around

Falls are more likely if you don’t have the strength
or nimbleness to recover from a stumble or a trip.
And the more you move, the more you will have.
So keeping moving, sitting less, practicing balance
(try balancing on one leg when you next boil the
kettle) which is key to falls prevention.
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Approaches to Fall Prevention- Continued

4.  Vision

When vision is impaired it is important to avoid
hazards causing a sudden fall. Check prescription
glasses are up to date. Tinted glasses may be 
troublesome when travelling from areas of intense
light into the dark. Changing glasses may be a
temporary option until adjustments can be made.
When walking on stairs, check that bifocals are not
preventing the wearer from seeing the way ahead.
Opticians will be very knowledgeable about your
frames and should be consulted.

5. Safety Checks

Accidents can be avoided if the home is safe
enough to accommodate someone who is liable
to find mobility difficult. Check that the 
environment is suitable, especially lighting on the
stairs and in the bathroom. Certain home 
adaptions can be made such as secure railings and
grab bars. Not all adaptions are complicated and
might mean slightly rearranging things. 

An Occupational Therapist can recommend a
strategies to find the best solution.

6. Mobility

During later years falls are more common when
one is travelling. Please be aware of problems 
developing, particularly while getting up or 
walking short distances across the house. 

If you are concerned, seek the advice of a 
Physiotherapist or GP who will recommend some
exercises to build back strength and balance. Also
consider using wheeled walkers and mobility
scooters for extra support. However, any poorly
fitted walking apparatus will increase the risk of
falling so follow professional advice. 

7. Diet

The experts say one is less likely to have accidents
from eating a well-balanced and a nutritious diet.
Missing out meals or constantly eating innutritious
food is one cause of light-headedness, increasing
the risk of falling. 

A balanced diet will support good health and 
wellbeing, thus reducing the likelihood of getting
Cancer or heart problems. But don’t worry, you
won’t need to banish those much-loved favourites
in order to stay healthy. 

As we grow older, our metabolic rate typically
slows, and the extra calories will turn into fat. 
Exercise is one way of combatting weight gain. 
It is quite possible to cut down on any excess 
calories from being careful with what you eat, as
people need fewer calories growing older. You can
do this by eating sensibly for both a healthier and
happier future.
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Approaches to Fall Prevention- Continued

    

    There are some simple ways you can
    improve your diet without getting 
    too faddy:

    •   Drink plenty of water.

    •   Eat a good breakfast and avoid skipping 
        meals.

    •   Consider labour saving devices to reduce 
        time standing up while cooking.

    •   Monitor your alcohol consumption.

    •   Increase intake of Vitamin D and B12 
        along with iron supplements. 

    •   Eat at least five portions of fruit and 
        vegetables a day.

    •   Cut back on foods with higher sugar 
        content.

    •   Lean meats are best to lower cholesterol 
        like poultry and some types of fish

    •   Check the added salt from labels and 
        packaging on foodstuffs. Salt intake 
        should not exceed 6 grams a day.

    •   Variety is the spice of life: Aim for a mixed
        diet of different food types.
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Welfare Advice
There is a growing need to provide support to 
individuals in our community. Age Concern 
Colchester’s comprehensive advice service is
staffed by experienced, caring advisors is free of
charge and completely confidential. 

Our approach is supportive as we send advice
workers into the home to complete complex
forms. Clients who are otherwise unable to reach
the support they are entitled to are able to
through our home visit service. The team is also
able to support through a call on a range of issues
surrounding welfare benefits, housing, community
care, technical assistance and allocation of home
help so you can make the most of your money.
This is especially helpful to those who are disabled
or unable to travel.

We receive hundreds of calls each month and as
circumstances change. Many of our clients return
for further assistance for longer ongoing cases.
The team are able to take complex issues and 
simplify them for clients. During our support visit
we make an assessment based on what support is
available, the current circumstances and benefits
already in place. 

We find that clients often need appropriate 
signposting when they are stuck in the 
bewildering welfare system. In other situations we
enable  self-confidence so clients can then help
themselves to a resolve. Our team will also liaise
with social workers and a wide support network to
ensure needs are met.

Financially things can become a strain when 
income has been reduced and our team are keen
to ensure each person is individually supported at
a time of crisis or during a period of change.

We have supported clients to receive benefits 
successfully for many years. Annually we have 
supported claims in excess of £1m each year
across the last 5 years. With knowledge about 
mobility, welfare support, care home choice, 
financial advice, the team are ready and waiting to
lend a hand. 

What are you entitled to?

There is a range of benefits available to older
people, or those who need help with care.
Some are means tested, while others are 
available to anyone who meets specific criteria

Money-saving tips

Attendance allowance

is for people aged over 65 who need
help with personal care (such as 
washing, dressing or eating) due to an
illness or disability.

There are two weekly rates in 2018-19: £57.30 for
people needing help for part of the day; or £85.60
for those in need of help day and night, or who
are terminally ill. Allowances are given in respect
of your health and care needs not in relation to
your income or savings

Free  prescriptions and  eye tests

are available to everyone aged 60 or
over. Those on a low  income or 
getting certain benefits may also
qualify for free dental care, free

glasses and free travel to hospital.

Debbie Turnbull runs the advice and
advocacy service at Age Concern
Colchester.
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Welfare Advice - Continued

Winter fuel payment
is for people born on or before the 
5th August 1953.  A  tax-free annual
payment of up to £200 if you are
under 80, or £300 if you are over 80

living alone, is available to help with fuel costs.
People in receipt of state pension or other relevant
benefits will receive the payment automatically.

Pension credit 

helps boost the state pension if you’re
less well off. It is means tested and
tops up income to a guaranteed
amount. 

There are two parts to pension credit: Guarantee
credit if a pensioner’s total income is less than
£163.00 in 2018-19 (or £248.80 for a couple), you
can get a top-up to this figure.

Free Bus Pass
You can get free off-peak local bus
travel anywhere in England once you
reach the state pension age.
The entitlement age will gradually rise

to 66 by 2020.

Free Television License 75+

If you're 75 or over, you can get a free
TV licence. What's more, it also covers
other household members living at
the same address and is UK-wide.

How to apply: Apply by phone 0300 790 6117.
You'll need to give your name, address, date of
birth and National Insurance number.

Just Some of the Things We Can Help You With 

•   Identifying correct benefits and those which 
    the client is entitled to e.g. Housing benefit 
    plus guidance on attendance allowance.

•   Assessments of need can be made from 
    an appointment in office or if disabled, a 
    home visit.

•   Fact-finding and priorities are established as
    to personal circumstances.

•   Answering questions and signposting clients
    to other organsiations.
    Access to a team of experienced advisors.

•   Guidance with filling in forms with technical 
    jargon explained.

•   Assistance with technology.

•   Trusted advice on welfare implications by 
    exploring options in-depth with the client.

•   To help find extra money for access to home
    help and other services.

•   What are you entitled to?

•   There is a range of benefits available to older
    people, or those who need help with care. 
    Some are means tested, while others are 
    available to anyone meeting the criteria.

To book an appointment with the Advice team
please call on 01206 368420 (option 1) or
through our website on:
https://ageconcerncolchester.org.uk. 
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Care in the Home
We have come to understand that managing
safely in our own homes is a priority. Keeping the
house in good order and to take care of oneself,
for some of us will become increasingly difficult.
A helping hand can make all the difference from
as little as a few spare hours to around the clock
support.

If you are looking for personal care, first 
consider how you will need that support e.g. 
helping with mobility, support with going to bed,
hygiene and washing and help with the household
chores. We grow all grow older with different 
issues and so it is important to assess how your
care will be accessed then find the most 
cost-effective solution for you.

Planning for the Future

To create a personal care plan, find out what you
require and how many working hours this might
entail. Similarly, how much is it going to cost?
Some tasks will require several different people
like cleaning jobs. Build up a clear list of criteria
for future reference.

Contacting the local authority is your next step,
who will work with you to carry out a needs 
assessment towards a final care plan. They will
then draw up a document with recommendations
as to the adaptions which might be made around
your home, offer practical advice and discuss 
options searching for a suitable residential care
home. You could approach your GP or local 
authority who will give you more details.

Identifying Care Providers

Local authorities are obliged to provide financial
aid to those assessed while qualified to receive

personal care. Everyday household chores should
be exempt unless those requirements are part of
a comprehensive plan. Other ways to seek help 
include home care agencies, non-profit 
organisations and charities. Approaching family
and friends is a good option too. Check when
seeking out agencies, they belong to the UK
Home care Association. Like Christies Care, 
companies need to be properly registered. They
should also be willing to provide a statement of
purpose, price list and a sample contract outlining
their roles and responsibilities. 

Christies Care specialises in providing
fully trained and Disclosure & Barring
Service (DBS) checked live-in carers
throughout the UK. 
Family owned and run, Christies Care is
rated outstanding by the Care Quality
Commission (CQC) with 25 years of 
experience in this specialised field.
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Care in the Home - Continued

If these options don’t work, talk to Age Concern
Colchester. We will be able to guide you through
the choices and can help to narrow down the 
options for you.

Live-in care is the preferred option in order to 
remain at home living independently with greater
freedom to organise your life style.

Recent research by the University of Kent and LSE
shows that live-in care costs about £1,070 a week;
very close to the cost of a third of the best care or
nursing homes. And with live-in care you get 1:1
care all the time, while most care homes can only
give a few hours of 1:1 time.    

The benefits of this system imply that someone is
always available in an emergency which is 
reassuring for friends and relatives. A couple could
in fact save money by having one live-in carer 
between them. With financial restraints, finding a
trained caseworker or care team can be stressful,
and expensive in price. However, their fees needn’t
be more than the cost of a place in a care home.

It is possible to arrange live-in care so that you or a
relative become responsible for making the contract.
Similarly, the carer might be self-employed.
Agencies also offer a variety of options. Please
note the carer is entitled to a bedroom of their
own, breaks and holidays.
A 24-hour carer employed on a regular basis
should work alongside other carers when they are
absent.

Day Care and Respite

There are many more options for day care and 
palliative care. Local charities like Age Concern
Colchester run regular friendship groups and clubs
those in later years can take part on site and mix
with others.

If a personal carer is on holiday, residential care
might be considered temporarily, especially 
during a period of recovery after an operation. 
The NHS does offer free care for support at home
for a 6-week period while you are considering a
decision. This service is aimed at patients 
house-bound after hospitialisation.
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When to Consider a Care Home
Choosing the Right Time

Decisions to leave the cherished family home are
difficult. It is prudent to be sure that the right
choice is being made, and to have tried the 
alternatives of good domiciliary care or live-in care
first. One is likely to be happier at home, and care
at home may well be cheaper than many care
home options available.

Finding the Ideal home

We only need to make one decision by making
sure that someone is happy and that their needs
are adequately met.

  1. Residential Care Homes: If you need support 
      on a daily basis and can no longer cope at 
      home, this option is the most suitable.

  2. Nursing Homes: They offer support at a more
      advanced level, usually with around the clock
      care.

Examining Contracts

The two parties involved in making a contract will
be between those paying for the care and the care
home provider. There are three ways of funding
this:

  1. Self-funding: when someone is paying for     
      their own care and is dealing directly with the
      care provider.

  2. Local authority funding: when the local 
      authority is paying for the entire package by 
      holding their contract with the care home.

  3. Shared payment:  when more than one contract
      is made - one other party is making significant 
      financial contributions to the care plan: 
      between those parties who have agreed to 
      pay the surplus i.e. the local authority and the 
      care home.

Make sure you are aware of all the fees incurred
and identify those who should be paying them,
also when the fees are owing and the times they
should be paid. It is recommended to ask for a full
breakdown of charges which should include 
additional services, such as meals and laundry etc

There must be provision on the contract for the
category of accommodation agreed to, time being
spent one-to-one, and information about the
home’s insurance policy. If you are unsure, seek 
independent legal advice.

Also, do ask how many hours of 1:1 direct staff
time you or your relative will be getting. 

Many care homes are a secure
environment within a ready-made
community.
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When to Consider a Care Home- Continued

Finding the right care home

• Get a needs assessment from your local 
  authority. 

  This is a free, professional assessment of the 
  type of care and support needed. 

• Use the Age Concern advice service to find 
  details of care homes in the Colchester area. 

• Check the care home inspection reports. 

  The reports are publicly available and give a 
  valuable insight into how well a home is 
  managed and about the level of care.

• Ask friends and family for recommendations of
  specific homes. Contact suitable care homes
  and ask for a brochure and details of costs.

• Decide whether you will be self-funding or 
  council funded and ask whether there are 
  places suitable for your specific needs.

• Visit them. Talk with the manager and see how
  staff and residents are with each other. Make a
  checklist of questions to ask when you visit a
  care home.

• If possible, arrange a trial stay so that you can
  experience the home.
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The Cost of Care
Home Care

If you need care at home, you are likely to start
with hourly home care. The cost of this varies, but
you can usually reckon on paying about £20 an
hour. 

If you need more care than an hourly care agency
can provide (that is usually about 3 or 4 hours a
day) you might have to consider having live-in
care or possibly even uprooting and going to a
care home.

Live-in care can be divided into two types: 

1. Introductory service: Carers are self-employed
and are allocated to you by an agency. The
agency makes sure that you get the carer you
want but apart from that, it is up to you to 
manage the work he or she does. You pay the
carer directly and the agency usually has a
weekly charge on top. You are likely to pay in the
region of £750 to £850 a week in total.

2. Fully managed service: A company or agency
employs the carers and is responsible for their
training, management and competence. 

In this model, the agency must be registered by
the Care Quality Commission, which publishes
its inspection reports on its website. Here the
carers tend to cost between £1,000 to £1,300 a
week – most agencies will give you a quote over
the telephone. 

Either way, if you have care at home, your husband
or wife can share your carer, meaning that the
overall cost is cheaper than if two people moved
into a care home.

Cost of Care Homes

When you have to pay for the care, a care home is
likely to cost (in the South East) an average of £870
a week, though if your condition is complex or 
includes dementia, the price will be higher. 

This means that half of care homes cost more than
£870 a week. About 2/3 nursing homes in the
South East charge £1,000 a week or more.

Identifying Who is Paying for the Care

Identify the parties paying the bill. For instance,
there might be a self-funding arrangement if the
person being cared for and their family are paying
all the costs. The local authority and the NHS may
contribute towards the care according to the 
financial status of the applicant. 

Qualifications for funding

To find out if you are eligible for funding support,
the local authority will carry out a needs 
-assessment test. For those who have been 
identified as eligible for care would progress to a
means-tested financial assessment determining
how much money they will receive.

The Contents of the Financial Assessment 

It is worth considering asking for a financial 
assessment although this is not compulsory, even
if you are confirmed as eligible for care. Note that
there is a difference between care at home and
support by the care home.

Over the next five years, there is
going to be an increase in older people
needing additional care.
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The Cost of Care - Continued

If you own your own home, this property is also 
considered as a financial asset and part of the
means test except if your dependents live there
too. Of course, if you stay at home and have care
in your own home, your house is not part of the
assessment valuation.

The assessment will be based on income, 
investments and benefits, savings including stocks
and shares. 

Pensions and some other benefits will not be 
included along with personal artefacts, life 
insurance and annuities, investment bonds with a
life insurance provision and any trust payments.

Your Personal Expenses

Personal expenses are covered by an expenses 
allowance which will cover the cost of all personal
possessions. This money is, not included in the
final assessment.

Controlling your Budget

The local authority must offer you the chance of
managing your own personal budget. There will
be an opportunity to spend the money as you

choose on the services you require deducted from
a total budget calculated after the the assessment.
Not everyone’s needs will be the same.
Some flexibility from all parties concerned is 
recommended.

Getting Help From the NHS

Provided you satisfy certain criteria from your
needs-assessment you may qualify for funding by
the NHS. Their continuing health care plan 
prioritises those with a terminal illness or with
conditions which will have significantly worsened
over a short time. 

For the more challenging conditions affecting 
mobility, a nursing home might be better able to
cope. Part of the weekly cost will be reimbursed.
Though on first glance this might seem confusing,
this option is worth investigating further. 

Third-Party Top-Ups

In a large number of cases, there is a short-fall 
between what the council is prepared to pay in the
way of fees and the total cost of the care package
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The Cost of Care - Continued

when a top up fee is due. The resident is not
obliged to pay it.

because as stated in the assessment, their finances
should be limited. Third parties can be asked to
pay but this is not legally binding, also the same
with relatives and charitable organisations willing
to pay.

Situations where a top-up fee will be necessary:

When the costs of the care home exceed that
which the council has agreed to pay. Similarly, with
the cost of extras such as a bigger room and 
environmental enhancements.

In situations when the resident wants to live close
by relatives but not covered in the needs
-assessment, where the geographical area is more
expensive.

A change in circumstances from a self-funding 
arrangement to local authority support covering
the same care home with an additional council
contract. The council might decide they can meet
the needs of the resident in a lower-cost form of
accommodation.

Those responsible for paying the top up fee will
sign a written agreement with the local authority.
In the instance the top-up is paid to the local 
authority, your contract will be with the council
who will invoice a third party. The care home could
increase their annual rate, but the local council’s
standard rate payable may not change therefore
increasing the cost of the top-up fee.
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Community Hub

Who we Support

The reception on any given day of the week can
be very busy. We welcome visitors from 9.00am to
4.00pm on weekdays. 

Part of my role is customer liaison, which means
taking messages and answering the phone to the
general public.  In the past our information and
support services have taken about 7,500 phone
calls a year and by providing signposting and 
direct support, the public depend on us for quality
of service. For certain enquires we need to get
back to our caller quickly with an answer. Some of
our service users are even known to phone up very
emotional, hoping for a sympathetic ear so we
must be approachable from the outset. 

The whole team is kept incommunicado including
the CEO, passing messages on and keeping

records filed away, so that the organisation is 
running efficiently, connecting everyone at the
heart of our community.

I’m also responsible for managing our service
providers like John Fowler, our resident legal 
solicitor who has advised so many of our clients.
People who have made appointments take up 
2-hour sessions. 

We can offer up to 30 minutes of free legal advice
provided by the independent firm weekly on
Wednesdays. The service is available for people
over 60 who are resident in Colchester. You can
book an appointment with us over the phone:
01206368420 (option 4). 

Ginnie Giles is 
in charge of 

the information
service at 

Age Concern

linked with our
trusted network of

organisations 
Age Concern have
worked with over

many years.



Behaviour

A detailed list of local companies has been 
gathered containing a growing number of services
like home cooked meal providers, providers of
vital equipment, care home providers and 
transport services. Senior citizens can be assured
that these services are comprised of trusted trades
people who are properly vetted before making it
onto our list. As I am the curator of Age Concern’s
business directory, I collect their references and
take on new companies who are knowledgeable
about older people and their particular needs.

You can contact Age Concern Colchester by post, telephone, email
or you could drop into our office and information centre to see us.

Opening times: 
Monday to Friday, 9.00am – 4.00pm.

Telephone: 01206 368420
Email:enquiries@ageconcerncolchester.org.uk

Community Hub
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Address:
AGE CONCERN COLCHESTER
63 NORTH HILL
COLCHESTER
ESSEX CO11PX

Age Concern Colchester – Charity Number 1142414


